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REHABILITATION ASSOCIATE TRAINING
FOR EMPLOYED STAFF

MODULE: RA-1 SystematiC InstruCtion

DESCRIPTORS: Sy4eimttc -but/ruction, goats, objectives,

data, behavAorLaZ otbselwation, task anaty-

ptogAam ptanz, behaviat wasizipeez

OVERVIEW: Systematic Instruction forms the basis for
all of the Rehabilitation Associate train-

ing program. This model emphasizes clear descriptions
of goals, the direct teaching of skills and evaluation
of progress on a regular basis. Students will review
the systematic instruCtion process, including goal-set-
ting, behavic-al observation, task analysis and the use
of the principles of behavior.
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Objectives

Introduction

Defining Systematic Instruction- -
_ 9

Components of Systematic InstrLactiop--

1. Assess Skills--
2. Determine goals & objectvos-- ------------12'
3. Task-analyze the skill-------
4. Choose a behavior measum =16
5. Measure Vhe baseline ---19
6. Assess 21the environment
7. Establish & write an instructional

procedure -----23
8. Implement the procedure-- 24'

9. Modify the program 24
10. Establish maintenance & generalization

programs 25
11. Communicate 25the results =

Setting 27'objectives

Long-Range Goals - -----28'

Short-Term Objectives-- -- -35

Principles of Behavior- 43
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Our Influence on Others-- 48

Recommended Readings -- -50

Self Test 1 51

Self Test 2

Self Test 3-- 54
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BEHAVIOR

List the steps in systematic instruction.

Describe the le of the IPP in syste: ic in-
struction.

Determine whether or not short-term objectives
have been written correctly.

Describe 2 reasons for the use of task analysis.

List 2 easons for the use of measuring behavior
in implementing a systematic instruction pro-
gram.

iet 2 reacons for gathering baseline data be-
ore implementing a program.

7
Determine behavior principles being illustrated
in 6pecifio situations.



EVAL-

Class Test

Class Test

Class Test. Will be given 10 short-term objec-
tives to make determinations of.

Class Test

Class Test

Class Test

Class Test. will be given hypothetical situa-
tions identifying behavior, procedures and effect
. . . and must make determinations.



Many profeasions follow what can be called "standard oper-x
ating precedures" which outline general steps to follow in=
accomplishing their respective tasks. For example; Emer4
'gency Medical Technicians are instructed'to follow the
1"A-B-C's" -(Airway, then Breathing and then Circulation)=W
establishing priorities for treating accident victims.:
Mechanics, surgeons, construction workers, etc. all have
general guidelines to follow:Which experience has shown
provide the most efficient and effective operations.

Sy4tematic Inst4action procedures are the "standard oper
eting procedures" for behavior technicians. They are
steps and guidelines that experience has shown to be mos
effective in client training. As in the other profes-
'_ions,_ they are geneua procedures around which more de-
p.ited principles are built. They provide the framework=
eround which to do-good. training.

This module is an introduction to this format for client

It
raining. It will provide you with a basic understanding

pf the important features of Systematic Instruction, in-
eluding what objectives should look like, the purposes of
task analysis and data collection and the principles of
learning.

Completing this module will not make you an instant expe
in any of the above topics. The module is intended only
es an introduction, a chance to learn or review some of
the concepts and language needed for this as well as ()the*
training courses. More detail on specific components is'
eoVered in other modules (i.e., Task Analysis, Behavior
Observation and Measurementrum,
t-



The firstthing we ought to do is describe what Systematic
Instruction is not. Systematic Instruction is note curric-
,ulUm or set of materials. You and I both know that dif-
ferent clients are,working on different objectives and
have different needs. Systematic Instruction is not a set
of procedures that will automatically get every client to

, follow directions and work hard. Again, you and I both
know that different clients work for different reasons and
mo one set of methodsworks for everyone.

4g*
ell then, what is it? 45tematic In6tkucti.on .4:4 a
phit.o.sophy and a puce44. It is the philosophy that
when someone has a behavi roblem or handicap, the best
way to deal with it is to directly teach or improve skills

:.needed to overcome it. It is a process that leads you
through a series of steps to ask the questions and make
the decisions which will lead to the most effective and
efficient teaching.procedures for your clients.

jle have given names to the steps, or componenti, of the
Systematic Instruction process to make it easier to commu-
nicate. Don't worry about the name; look at the function
of each component. You may find that you are already us-
,!4ng much of this process, although you may call it some-
thing else.

11



Whatever ycvou call it, Systematic Instruction includes
following sqteps:

A.esess skills which the ctient had..

114(me the individual Pcogtam Rean (IPP) ptoc_ to
4fide-IPtettmine the tong-tom goats and sho4t-teAm ob-

jec=itives necessaty to &each the goatz.

Whc=2.4e the AhoAt-tetm objeettve involves leartn,cn
impuving a skill, task-analyze the 6hiLZ int,

it4m6 necessa/ty components.4 Chc=,ose a A/mai-cat and toque way to easute the

5Meisute the behaviot to dete4mine its basetine

46A44me44 the enytto iinetvt th
to be used.

ithi the behaviot

7E4nnahlish and wiate uctional ptocedute.

eificect on,48 Imp_deement the pitoceduA_
behmaviot.

gMocziqy the pean ii6 necessaty.

1 0 12



10 oEthe

teatnedzkitt.
maztabti4h phogAan46 t

R /4 I
d geneizat'ize

Communicate the itasuLt4s to peopte who 4houtd
know.

thati4 wea and good, but
it eem4 awicuay tong and what
doeo it ate mean, anyway?

en a client enters your facility,
he already has a label pinned on;
arlded, Low liunctioning, mentaety

aecohotic, behaviot ptobLem,
phyLicaZty diballeed. The list is al-

most endless. What does the label
tell you about the client's skills2
Not much. You have probably seen

he severely retarded client with an
I.Q. of 28 who can't talk, who Zook.6
severely retarded, but who can per-
orm all necessary hygiene tasks and
ho attends to his assigned tasks for
ong periods of time and works con-
scientiously and carefully. You may
have seen another client with the

same label who can talk, but she wanders around aimless-
ly. In order to know what to teach, you need to know
the client's skills, strengths and weaknesses.

1-3



RemeMber in assessment that a skill deficiency does not
mean a limit (except in clear ,ses of organic problems,
such as blindness or loss of limb). A skill deficiency
nearly always means an oppoatunity to teach. Thus, as-
sessment is not for the purpOse of discovering limits, nol
is it for assigning people to jobs within their present
capabilities. It is for finding out what skills clients
still need to learn and where to start teaching

cy .6hows
e to 4tard

If your agency is accredited, it al-
eady has a procedure for preparing
oals and objectives for clients.

This is a transdisciplinery proce-
dure in which the client is involved

as well as at least one staff mem
ber. In addition, parents, ther-

pists, counselors and other staff
members may be part of the team.

als and objectives are determined
by the team. They are negotiated,
not dictated.

The goals and objectives should be
based on the assessment of the cli-

ent's wishes. Long-term goals are the guides by which
staff and clients determine where they are going., Theyj
provide a consistent viewpoint for developing programs.
The establishment of long-term goals is like taking atrip. First you figure out where you are; that is the
purpose of assessment. Then you decide whe.:e you want
-to go; that is the purpose of long7term goals. AsI
2Mager (1962) said,



R A-1

and not even
know it!

you'Ae tiabte to
end up zomepLace
etze

When you teach, the az ezzment inSoxmat,Lon tztts you whete
you ate. The tong team goats descAibe whete uou ake going.
Where you are going is the business of the IPP process.
The goals are determined by a whole team, not by any one
person. The client and, if appropriate, his/her guardian
describe what they want the goals to be. Therapists and
other professionals propose goals which they feel to be
important. The instructors/trainers/supervisors who work
with the client each day tell what they feel are important
goals for the client's daily functioning. Then the whole
team negotiates and sets priorities which will guide the
rest of the Systematic Instruction process for that client.

From the long-term goals you need to establish short-term
objectives. ShoAt-texm objectives cote those behavioA
changez which need to occut on the way to Aeaching Long-
tztm goats. Short-term objectives are usually those which
you think can be reached in about 90 days. They build on
each other on the way to the long-term goal

Shoxt-teAm objectives
axe the behaviot
changes to be made
atong the way!



Tabk-anaZyZe
the
skia

The clients we deal with often have
great difficulties in learning new
skills. Many of the skills they are
to be taught must first be broken down

small, teachable steps. These
steps must be sequenced in both a
logical and effective order. FOA
exampLe, the task of bolting two

metal pieces together might include
steps of picking up and orienting one
piece on a jig, picking up a washer,
putting it on a bolt, putting the bolt'
through a hole in the metal piece,
picking the piece and bolt up, pickin
up the other piece and putting the ho

in that piece over the bolt, picking up a lock washer and
putting it over the bolt, picking up a nut and hand-screw4
ing it on the bolt and tightening the bolt. Of course,
this task might be broken down into more steps for a par-
ticular client or may be taught in only three or four
steps to another client. Other behaviors such as self-
care and hygiene skills, recreatiLn skills and even so-
cial skills such as greeting a person can be broken down
into teachable steps in just the same way.

There are several laasons why task analysis is useful.
Task analysis makes teaching easier. -It allows instruc-
ition to be adapted to the individual client''s problems,
barriers and skills. It provides an objective way to e-
valuate whether the teaching is working. It makes it eas
er for another person to continue the training in other
settings or when the usual instructor isn't available.

*makez teachbv ea404et: In teaching, we often give
-Ong instructions and confusing demonstrations. Then ws
complain that the student is too retarded to learn the
skill. There have been many demonstrations that handicap
ped clients can learn very complex skills if these skills
Are broken down into a consistent and clear set of simple
'skills. Then, each simple skill can be taught and se-
quenced in a chain. When the chain of simple skills has
been learned, the complex skill has been learned.

1 .1



Attom Lndividuatiz : Task analysid
shows the instructor the steps at whIch the client can aad
cannot succeed; it clarifies what subskills the client
has yet to learn, I.e., what skill must be taught. It al-
so allows clients to woe- at their own rate of progress.

EvaLuation: Task analysis provides one way to measure
a client's progress toward short-term objectives. Pro-
gress can be measured in terms of the number of steps
which a client can do independently or in terms of the a-
mount of help a client needs in order to complete steps.
This type of evaluation is much more precise than simply
measuring the complete task.

AttoW6 cDn44teJvt thtüi: The task analysis makes
it easjjrto communicate exactly which steps are being
taught and how they are being taught.

Because of these four advantages, it is often useful to
task analyze skills to be taught. This may occur before
or after setting the short-term objectives.

Task Anal



Chooze a
5ehavio&
Llea4ute

You will need to determine hour to mea-
sure the progress being made by a cli-
ent. There are several reasons for
measuring behavior. The first and
most important is to hap you make de-

cibionz on the teaching programs
you are using. Regular, frequent
measurement of progress will show

you whether adequate progress is be-
ing made. If it 5, you continue the
program. If it i ; not, you must re-
vise either the program or the objec-
ive. F0/L examge, if a client has

learned all but one or two steps in a
skill but has made no progress on
those steps, you may decide to break

those steps into smaller steps, to provide rewards for
those steps, to temporarily pull those steps out and teach
them intensively or to revise the method by which the per-
son does the task so that s/he does not need to learn
those steps at all. It makes no sense to waste weeks of
training only to find out that a client has not learned;
regular measurement of the behavior will point out lack
of progress early so that you can change what you are do-
ing. Regular measurement will also show you when you are
making progress so that you do not stop using a teaching
method that works.

Mea4uaing ptogteoA heZp4 you
deci&ions 4.inca you can tea
teach-Eng method4 ate woAking!

A second purpose for measurinj progress is accountabttxtu
Accountability means pAovidtng documentat,con that-Y-6U ate
daing what you 4ay you ate daing. If you establish a
training program, you need to show that the training pro-
gram works. In other words, your agency is being paid to
do a job and must show that it is doing that job at an
acceptable level. This does not imply that an agency can
or should be succersful in training each client on each
objective. It simply means that an agency should docu-
ment the progress that it makes with clients.

Mea4uting pugte64 pliov e.
documentation that you ate
accountabtel



RA-1Communication among staff, parents, clients and othe
agencies is a third purpose of measuring behavior. When
a client asks, "How am I doing" or another staff member
asks, "L6 John making lotogams?" you can show clearly how
well the client is doing.

Finally, measurement of client progress is /tequi/Led by
accuditation Atandaads. Although these standards vary
among accrediting boards and surveyors, they all require
at least periodic direct measurement of progress on short-
term objectives.

Accuditation standoAdo
iLequite meazutement
pLogAz4.6!

Some people see the measurement of behavior as just more
paperwork. After all, aren't all agencies already under-
staffed and buried by regulations? Collecting data on
progress does take time, but it also prevents wasting time
on useless or harmful teaching and supervision procedures.
Because collecting data takes time, you should follow
three principles:

19



OFFOS FOR MEASUREMENT

ata are.for using. IA you take data, Lae the
_a if all you do is file it, forget it.

en taking data, a6e the behavim mea.suite whi

T

veo you the ,LnAAomation you need. If you are
interested in speed, use rate. The most common
dimensions of behavior are accuracy, proficiency
(accuracy and rate combined), speed, duration and
latency (lateness). Another critical dimension
is how much help is required from the Instructor
for the client to carry out the task.

behaviat meaume yoa Cnn iind
etts you what you rut to knout.

1 8
2 0
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After you have chosen a behavior mea-
sure, when, how often and for how long
the behavior will be measured and who
will collect the data, you begin to
ctually do the measurement. And this
44 vetzy impoAtant you begin to mea-
aure the behavior before you ever
ry to do the training program for

that behavior; i.e., you take base-
line. You begin cottecting data on
how accurate, icast, prtogicient, Zang
ort. tate the behaviorL i4 even betiorLe
you tky to change it.

"Now wait a minute," you say. (I know
this somewhere and I'm probably in my
at home, but I can hear you say it.)

baietine
tevert

you are reading
office or maybe

Now wuit a minute!
don't have time to

Salm eve/wt.:7,6v and any-
way, why -.should I mearsute
a behaviot I haven't even
StaAted woAking on?"

You are right. You don't have tIme to measure all the
objectives for all your clients every day. When you be=
gin.taking data, start small. Measure only one behavior
the first day and go from there. Of course, you are prcb-
ably keeping track of some things now, like production
rates. In that case, add one new one. Which behaviors
do you measure first? Remember the rule: VATA ARE FOR
USING!



Why collect data before starting to change the behavion
Here we go again: another list! There are 3 reasons:

The baba-the u44e44m yOu 0

yOu Aeaay have a pAobZem. Let's say a cli-
ent is often off-task and seems to be goof-
ing around or daydreaming. Yon want to check
his actual productivity and improve it. When
yol_ take the baseline data, yOU may discover
that he is completing his quota of items and
then waiting around for more materials. In
that case, instead of working on productivity
rate, you may wish to teach him how to look
busy when he isn't, a critically important
skill in competitive employment.

bThe oney way to 'Sind out -Eli you& teaching
woAks is to compate the behavio4 beAolLe you
stanted teaching to the behavion age& teach-
ing. Let's take the situation where you de-
cide to work on reducing disruptive behavior
and increasing production rate by a client.
You may, with the best intentions, choose a
method that makes these behaviors worse.
But you won't know it unless you have base-
line data.

The baseeine data may hap 4h0w you whelte to
sitaitt in a pxogitam. If a client cannot
brush his teeth, he may still be able to do
soue of the steps. If he can consistently
get his toothbrush and toothpaste, fill his
glass and open the tube, you may not need to
work on those behaviors. You might be able
to concentrate on his skills at using the
brush on the teeth. With a different client
you may have to begin with the skill of i-
dentifying her toothbrush.

:a4eUne dat.a. 4kOwo
helm the pltobtem

attowS comp_
4on and Ashotos whete
0 begin teaching!

2 0
22



RA-1
How long should baseline observations be? That depends.
If you are teaching a new behavior and you are sure it
has never happened before, tl-y a day or two of baseline.
If you are not sure how often the behavior occurs, or it
seems quite variable, you may need several days of base-
line. If it seems to be improving,' you may want to con-
tinue baseline until it levels off or is no longer a prob-
lem. You tahe bazaine untie you can make a deciAion tiAfim
it. Do we need to work on this skill or is it OK? Is it
getting better or not?

you call make a
ADM it!

:ce you have set the goals and objec-
Axes and begun to measure the beha-
vior, you should carefully observe the
environment in whiCh the behavior
ould be changed. If you are teach-
ing a new behavior, you need to
look at the environment in which
you want the behavior to occur.

For example, if you are teaching tooth-
brushing, you need to look at the home
environment. This is true even if you
are planning to teach toothbrushing at
an activity center. After all, once
training is complete, you want- the cli-
ent to brush her teeth at home. Look-_

home environment helps you in these two ways:

Ass e..6.6

the
enviAonme

ing at the

at makes you awake oi any changes which wia need
, to be made 6aIL the nodey teatned behaviolt to con-

tinue. For example, you might want, right at the
beginning, to emphasize that the client's parents
require her to do as much-of the toothbrushing as
independently as possible.

23 2 1



bI ateows you to design the tAainAmg envixonment
so that it is as ctose as possibZe t4 the enviun-
ment in which the behaviot w!ite be (med. You may
ofcen find that you can teach the behavior right
in its natural environment. For example, you may
be able to teach a vocational task right at the
work station, or you may be able to teach conver-
sation skills in the break area. Even if you need
a special teaching environment, it should be as
similar as possible t. the natural environment.

sessing the enviAon-
ment shows you what
changes wiZZ need to

made in the peitmetft

enviAonment

d how to
design the

9 an-

If you are trying to reduce a disruptive or otherwise un-
acceptable behavior, you should look carefully and try to
answer these questions about the environment in wbldh the
behavior occurs:

a L6 thete a payolii OA the ma ehaviox?

110 Ts thote any payolili Sort not doing the misbehavior"?

C What events seem to consistentey tAiggeit the m41--
behaviot?

IIteAe is the jayo
604 doing or" no
ing the misbehavior'?

24
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and
tutZte an
5ttactiona4
xce.du.ke

RA-1
Now you are ready to get to the nitty-
gritty. How will we change the beha-
vior and reach the short-term objec-
tives? That's a good question. It is

extremely important to remember
this simple rule: nall Ifitzt, them
do. Many people try one procedure

after another, often haphazardly and
without planning. Unfortunately, the
first thing you think of is usually
not the best thing you think of. You
need to plan what you will do.

Now don't let us scare you. You don't
have to stop and plan carefully every

mord-you say to clients and every little thing you do.
Sometimes clients do unexpected things and you have to
respond to them. Many of the minor problems clients have
can be handled simply and quickly. But When you are
planning a way to reach an identified short-term object-
tive which will require efficient and effective teaching
and behavior management procedures, plan carefully before
you start t.:ying things.

When planning a program, follow these steps:

a Set up a
easily distracted, start out in a quiet place.

caw/tab.-ft enviAonmnt: If the client ise

Then gradually move closer to the place where he
needs to do the behavior.

Pltovide pago666 çoi. Zeanncm and imptoving.

C Estabti4h a conziotent coAtection ptocedute. Kmow
what you will do when the client makes an error.

25



ImpZement
the

pucedate
and

a44e64
tt.S

_66eats

ell, you are all ready. . . What are
you waiting for? It's time to get
started! As you are using the program,
keep looking at the data. See if the

procedure Is working. Give it some
ime, but don't spend weeks with an
effective procedure.

ModiAy the
paog4am

necessait

I /

If the program ddesn't work, revise /
it. If it works/and you reach the/
objective faster than you expected,
go to the next one. -17-ay attention
o the data ii II
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40t
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and

geneaLzat ico

Ftik--1

Vhen you spend the time and effort to
teach a new skill or change a client's
behavior, you want to make sure that
the skill is used or the behavior main-

tained in the places where it is
ortant. That means you must be

concerned with whether the behavior
rries over to important settings

that is whether the behavior change
eneltat-Ele6 and whether the behavior

caA6 over time. It is not unusu-
al when working with severely handi-
capped people, to discover that beha-
viors which have been taught in one
setting still don't occur in other

settings. You cannot assume th-at behavior changes will
generali or ma ntain. If you can't assume it, then
you mus4progr. or it.

Bake sure that the people who need to
know and who have a right to know a-
bout a client's progress find out.
The best way to do this is to chart

Connwlicate the behavior measure for each objec
tke =ive and share these charts at IPP

4e.411.6 L meetings. Charts allow for clear
visual displays of progress.

Don't just file the results away. If
people (including the client) are to
make decisions Which affect the client's
life, they need to know what kind of
progress the client is making.

L2 7 2 5



Now you know what Systematic Instruction is all about.
You have at least some idea of what the steps in the pro-
cess are and how to go about doing them. The rest of this
module provides more information and some practice at i-
dentifying well and poorly written short-term objectives
and at identifying examples of the principles of behavior.
Even when you finish all this, you still will have gotten
only a taste of the "how-to-do-it." Remember that this
is only an introductory module. Everything covered in
this module will be covered in more detail somewhere else,
perhaps in the course you are taking now and perhaps in a
different course. If it looks like we think this is all
very simple and you know it isn't, you're ri t.

Let's see now what you have learned about the components
of Systematic Instruction. Remember, when you implement
a teaching program, you should also assess the effects.

SEE SELF TEST #1



The first step in teaching a new skill or in changing_a
behavior is describing the desired behavior change. Be-
haviok shoutd be de4cAibed ix a way that attows you to
evaluate ptowte44 and detenmine when objectrIves we 'teach-
ed. In setting objectives, you may go through a series
of steps in which you specify the behavior more and more
precisely.

A behavior will usually come to your attention as either
a comptaint or a goat. A complaint is a statement that
someone is doing something wrong or is behaving in an in-
appropriate or unacceptable way; a goal is a statement
that someone needs to learn some new skill or behavior.
Goals and complaints are generally stated in vague ways
that do not make clear what the objectives of training
should be.

When presented with a complaint, you should try to identi-
fy in clear, observable terms, what behaviors led to the

: complaint. If, for example, a client is labelled unmoti-
vated, look for sone behaviors which indicate to you lack
of motivation. One such behavior for a particular client
mdght be, "Ftorta waeks a/wand the AOOM when zhe shoutd be
wothing." Alan might work hard during work time. However
"Atan comes in tate at tea4t once a week and tra,64e4 woith
entaety at teast once a week."

Descaibe behaviort 4n cLewr,
obsertvabte teAm4 which attow
you tp evatuate ptogne44 and
determine when objectives
'teaahed!

29
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Once you have determined what behaviors are causing prob-
lems for the client, you set the long-range goals. Goal
setting is done as a part of the process of Individual
Program_Planning. A long-range goal is a statement
what the client will be doing (that is, how s/he will
have) when a particular behavior problem is changed.

_ong-Aange goaa indicate
the behaviou oi the aient

when tteatment ot tAaining
comgeted, ot aitet about a
yeat!

Long range goals should meet several criteria. These
criteria will be explained briefly, along with a correct
and incorrect example of each.

Criterion 1: T invoZvez actio

Verbs used are action verbs, not state-of-being verbs. A
verb of action tells what someone does. For example, the
verb 64.ght is an action verb. Eat involves action. Yete
involves action. These are different from state-of-being
verbs which may involve the word 4:4. For example, a2 8

3 0



LlEate-of-being verbs-]

person £4 aggtessive. He can't do a99ite6440e, but he can
fight, threaten, hit or tease. In writing a behavior
stateMent be sure to use verbs that involve action.

EXAMPLES
Action Verbs ]

taa watk
paint &unite
6ight ask
compeete attend
0-44 eat
took zsay
give

be
iz
zeem
become
have
has

Mary needs to be more independent on the job

Mary will get more materials when she uses
up what she has.

Criterion 2: The

It can be seen by people other than the client. For ex-
ample, you may write a behavior statement such as, "Fited
doun't think be6com he act4." Unfortunately, you cannot
really see that Fred does not think. It may be important
to teach him to think before he acts, but yOu would need
to develop some way of telling whether he does think; you
cannot observe thinking by itself, so you have no way of
knowing whether or not he is doing it.
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EXAMPLES
Observable

'Explain
Pick up
Choode

A6h 60h.

[Unobservable

Undeirtand
DLs cri_,Eminate
Liize
Want

Donna 4=1 Icrtok how to dress herself.

Donna =1 dress heself without help.

Do not write goals tha start witb. , "Hap John to .

or "Teach, time to . . Simply write what the aLent
will do differently Ighn be has rilt rhe goal

A

To teach Donn.a to dm-ss herself.

Donna rsses hersea_f without help.



F ,
Criteron 4: The behavioit ,i4 oeci c.; wh

eUent does i4 eway deiibJd

Brow clear is c71r_ear? Try to write clearly enough so that
sotmone else cn read the goal and show you What the cli-
ent will do.

Jody pays mere attention to her work.

Jody does her assigned work at the rewaired
-accuracy level.

Criterion 5 = The ton
0.64~Lve

be 4Wid
i.e., in terms of

what the client will do instead of
what he won't do:

Therem are two rasons for this criterion:

You tca-tatew can't teach
bomeobi co. not to do zomethilig.-

If sommne is nt doing something, theCtiere s a void In
time. He has tc. do something and what he does maybe ap-
propriate or inaLAppropriate, adaptive or maladaptive. -If
someone is not F ighting, he is doing something else. He
might be negotia_iting, walking away, crying or trying to
con scnmone else into fighting for him. You have to be
sure -that you ta=rget a behavior that a person can be doing-,



-+
--nd, 4tatin2 the tong

Aange goat po4itivety
ie4 you moitt Zikay t.o
e po4itive method4
anging the behuvio4!

Nost metTamods for increasing behavior are relatively pleas-
wt. Om the other hand, stating the long-range goal in
negative terms often leads you to punishment. If possible,
youshould state a long-range goal that is incompatibZe
with the behavior you wish to reduce, incompatible beha-
viervar- those which cannot occur at the same time. (Fat

acuni answering a problem correaly is incompatible
011 makLng a mistake on it). If you can increase an in-
cempatib = :Le behavior, the problem behavior will automati-
cally de crease. By targetting an incompatible behavior,
}ware =anore likely to use pleasant teaching methods than

hoW a child learns to walk. We target wa2!z -

44, not iatAng down. We don't punish falling down. We
really aen't concerned very much with how often the child
falls do-Nan. We do not want to decrease falling down; we
Want to. imcrease walking. A child who is first learning
to Valk ±alls down alot. That's OK, so long as the child
,contintie7 to walk more and eventually begins to fall less
'often. -7rbe same holds true for many other behaviors. We

!Otto i.ncrease appropriate responses to criticism, not
peraly d-Aacrease talking back. We want to increase coopera-

and playing, not just decrease bickering.

Occasionally, problem behaviors may occur at
ollh a h rate or may be so severe that they must be de-
sreasej ±mmediately. If no incompatible positively stated
goal ogn be found, a long-range goal may be stated in nega-
tive such as "Rex mitt not push h,i4 thumb agatrat
jaa eye. " Unfortunately, it seems muCh easier to Write

negativ goals than to write positive ones. If most long-
:range gn-als are negative, a program can become suppressive
.ftedoriemmated toward punishment; teaching of new skills may
Iltelg:W-cted. Therefore, this handout emphasizes positive-
-1y oal



f you 817.-mre not sure whether the long-range goal Instated
in terms of something that the client will actuanydo,
then you might try the dead man's test. The u4aw's
test," szLImply stated, is "Lis a dead man can do -ecit
can't betLhavtm." For example, a man talks toe whin
the works-ighop and does not get his work done. atiepossible
target is, "ELM w.0 4.t quietey." That searici
since yow-u want to increase quiet sitting. one wto get
him to s=:lt quietly is to choke him to deaeh (01%nlof
course, .fr_prcip him Up)! Sorry, this one does not ou the
dead Man' 'a test. We realize you would not real-tytry
that methEtiod of changing the behavior (althougb tmtructors
and sapercrvisors often consider it), but even vuonly
used a 02tIld punishment to reduce talking out t increase
quiet eitrtting, what does the client gain? The Whercli-
ents may find it easier to work, but your clieat lo not
learned amanything. A better goal would ba, "CtO0amgete4
asAiatied wo4k."

Juliet will not date Romeo. lie negative

statement here obviously doea not wa the
dead man's test. Remember how 14lietstop-
ped dating Romoo? She poisoned herself!

Juliet dates boys other than Romeo



You do not want to use these in a long range goal (which
is a statement of what the client will do at the end of
training) because they imply that hs cannot do the goal
behavior now. That implication may.Or may not be accur-
ate; given the right conditions, he might perform the be-
havior with no further training. You want to state a long
range goal in terms of what the client d0e4, not ia terms
of what he can do.

Sam will learn to make pallets.

Sam makes pallets.

Sam will make pallets.
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For each long-range goal, tbee may be one or more short-term, orM Aoute objac.tva An en route objective isexactlyAat the name implies- it is an objective whichmazt be met on the way to the
tong-Aange goaL. If you are:drivingfun Des Moines to Inuii.Ja Falls, first you may reachAmes; ifatlient is learning to use the toilet correctlywithout reminders, s/he may ft:Irst learn to use the toiletcorrectlyten reminded to do so.

There maybe several possible -en routes to one goal. Youcan pass kes on the way to Imr.wa Falls, or you may gothrough Wo and miss Ames alt=ogether. In the same way,toilet training of a client
maEp, involve the en route ob-jective adoing each step witt=m

reminders, or it may in-volve theenroute
objective of5! doing each step with re-minders, orit may involve the en route objective of mov-ing bowels after being placed cmgon. the toilet (but withoutreminders. The number of enrol_ate objectives and whatthe objectim should be dependEls on how you willteach andhow easily the ,cliev reaches each objective.If there ismore than one en rc=iute objective, you mustbe sure thtthey

are sequenceL from simpler to morecomplex otfrom easier to more difficult.

An ermoute

ob active is
An obje= ! e
wfach mot be
met

the Zong-
e goaL!



En route objectives are written in the form of pinpoint4.

Before you begin working on an objective, it must be pin-

pointed so that you know exactly what behavioryou are

trying to get. If you do not pinpoint, you ate liable

to-be inconsistent in your teaching. You may accept a

behavior sometimes and reject it at other times, or you

may give unclear instructions and prompts. Pinpointing

helps you teach more consistently and efficiently.

Pinpointing is the very clear, and precise definition of

the behavior of interest. A pinpoint -e4 abehaviot de-

iined in 4uch a my that it can be meaztaell, wa* ag,tee-

pent between independent ob4etve4.4. The criteria for a

pinpoint are'the same as the criteria for a long-range

with one Change and some additions. First, criteriori

e behaviot 4 peci ia) needs to be chanvd slightly_

terion 4 (revised for pinpoints): The de

ouah4atha

In other words, acceptable reliability
agreement between u

-
independent observers) must be found. When you first pin-i

point a behavior, of course, you do not knowwhether you

will get reliable agreement on occurrence, so that you ex-4

pect observers to agree. One way to check your poinpoints

is to act it out for people and to see if they can tell

when it occurs. Then you just investigate reliability by:

having two people observe the client's behavior and cow-

paring their recording of occurrences. When you are very

experienced in defining a particular form of behavior, you

have a good chance of pinpointing it on the first try; but

even When youere experienced, your first attempt at pin-

pointing often will not produce acceptable agreement. In:

that case, you need to revise your pinpoint mtil you can;

get reliable agreement. It may take 4 or 5 (or more) but 1

you'll get it eventually.
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elinda practices an adequate job interview.

Melinda, in a practice job interview, greets
the interviewer upon entering, looks at him
at least 40% of the time he talks and an-
swers each question with at least a one full .

sentence answer.

In order to observe progresa, you need to pinpoint the be-
havior; in order to determine Whether a program has been
successful, you need to determine the amount of change in
the behavior which will satisfy the client's needs. The
purpose for setting objectives is to clarify when the pin-
pointed behavior should-occur and what criterion of perfor7
mance will establish that the behavior change program is
successful.

The main component -_ wt -bjective pinpoint. In
addition to.the pingo nt, an objective should contain two
other elements:

Crit rion 7: The d11b1d123.0fl4 wtdeit. Wktcii
.

9' OV oacW7. ae.4tated :

J

-

pome behaviors are appropriate under some conditions, but
not under other conditions. For example, a man who washed
ills hands over and over would be viewed as a little strange7
eople might even label him a "compulsive hand washer."
owever, washing hands is desirable under conditions such
Ss Wet go,thg to the bathtoom, aget wothing in the gat-
aen 04 within two minute6 befiote coming to the dinneA
te. Yelling on the ball field is'part of playing, but
Yelling in the workshop is usually considered inappropriate

ome behaviors are desirable under most conditions, but
ttempts to change the behaviors are limited. For example,:
woman night be generally friendly and cooperative. How-

ver, when a request she makes is refused, she may throw
ether violent tantrums. The target may involve negotia=
ing (pinpointed as "Sata ductibe4 what 4he wanth, teques

7
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heedback, 4ummaruze6 any disc&epancy, 4ugge4t4 at ieast
tao afteanative soLutiona and 4tatz4 a satution agneed to
by both panties.") The condition under which the behavior
is to occur is "when a &equest /4 &chased." At other
times, she is not ected to go through w
steps. ,

the bahavio
_

Remembea to
state the conditio

det which

Criterion 8: The

Once you estab3Ish whqt the behavior Is and under what
conditions it will occur, you need to establish how well
it must be done for you to consider it successful. In
other words, at what point will you consider the client
to be ready for the next en route objective?

LIn other words the objective tells how much the behavior
jaust change if the program is to be considered successful.
If a client in a workshop attended to his work during 40%

;of the observed period, would his attending to task be
- considered acceptable? Probably not, although some super
visors who have elreadylabelled a client 41-0W or emotionality

8



diztuAbed might accept that lower level; once a client
has been labeled in some negative way, people often as-
sume he can't do as well as others (an untrue assumption).
Would a supervisor consider "attending to task during 80%
of the period" acceptable? Probably yes, so a criterion
of 80% of the session would be appropriate. Sometimes a
criterion is arbitrary: other times, it is determined by
the level of behavior necessary for success at a more
difficult or complicated task, or by the effects of the
behavior on other people (some behaviors are often consi-
dered either absolutely necessary or completely intoler-
able).

Criteria may look like these:

"With 90% accutacy iot two consecutive days"

Criterion 9: The en toute objectives ate
in a 4e1?uence which Zeadb tow
zona=01 goae.

Of course, the object of preparing en route objectives
is to help your client reach his/her long-range goals.
Most long-range goals (but not all) require more than
one en route objective.



Thete aae 3 ways to
objectives!

Go 6tom 44M
comptex behaviots

:Using an example of Matilda's eating, here are some exam-
ples:

En route ob ective 1: With veAbae imAtAuetions,
demonAtAation4 and one phy4ime ptompt peA meat,
Matitda hotds het liotk by the handte, pick's up
bita o6 sotid iood and put4'them in het mouth
without &Lopping them with no mote than 64:ye
MOO 40A 3 con6eautive meats.

Possible
Chang behav-LnA6

En route.objective 2: Wit yetbae imstAuction6,
demonstaations and one phy4-Laae pAompt peA meae,
Matieda hotds het liotk and het. spoon by the han-
dee, pieta up bite4 OA spoonOtS and puts them
in het mouth without dtopping ca. spitting, with
no 1710Ae than 6ive eaAou pet meat 60A 3 consecu-
tive meatz.

_ice that the second objective was eumueative That is,
when Matilda began to use her fork successfully, we did not
drop it and work on using a spoon. We moved on to using
,a spoon and fork. Notice that we didn't have to write that
-she used only one utensil at a time. That is implied.

4 2



En route objective 2: Without hetp,Matieda :lads
het Aotk by tke handee, picks up bites (16 said
400d and puts them in het mouth without dtopping
them, with no mote than 5 ettoAs pet meat 6ot 3
consecutive meatz.

Chaw_ctiteua

En route objective 2: With Ire/that instAuctivns,
demonstAations and one physicat ptompt pet meat,
Matieda hotdA het liotk by the hanae, picks up
bt.te o zotid 600d and puto them in het mouth
without dtopping them, with no mote than 2 ettou
Eet meat ioa one week.

How many en route objectives do you need to write for each
long-range goal*? That is hard to say. It depends on haw
big the change in behavior is, at what skill level the
client is starting, how good you are at teaching the skill':
and how long you have to teach. In general, 5 a aient

having gteat diiiieuetZez teaching an en toute objec-
tive, you need to ()teak it down 4uAthet.

Each en route objective should be a small change which
clearly shows progress from the previous en route objec-
tive.

4 I
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Condit-finis

Sehaviox (pinpointed)
CALtehia

All behavioral objectives should include the
three components:

11

Behaviat: A description
havior goal which can he
independent observers.

2 Conditions: A statement
which the behavior is to

of expected
observed by

of the condi
occur.

following

terminal be-
at least two

ons under

xampte: Given a baseball and glove, the student
11 throw the ball into the air and catch it

seven times out of ten.

The baa shoutd be hown at teas
the aila

ieet into

_ConchttonS Behavtat

Given a baseball
and glove

The student will
throw the ball in
to the air and
catch it.

When thrown in
the air at least
five feet, the
ball will be
caught seven times
out of ten.

4 2
SEE SELF-TEST N2
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In this section, we will discuss some of the principles of
behavior. For some students, this will be a review. For
others, it will be new information. In any case, we will
try to keep it simple. Only these principles and items
will be covered: Jteintioimert, 4einlioimement, panizhet,
puisihitment, stimutla dactimZnation, dizotimEnative. stimu-
tuh and extinction. This section is meant only to give
you a basic knowledge of some terms which will be used in
later modules. It will not teach you how to use the prin-
ciples. It will only help you to be able to recognize
some of the words and to know an example of each when you
see one.

These principles of behavior are well-documented. They
affect our lives each day. Whether we like them or not,
whether we understand the logic behind them or not makes
no difference. Like gravity, they are laws of nature.
But they are not simple. The world is complex and many
things affect people's behavior. For that reason, we
will emphasize over and over that these principles are des-
fined by theiA eiiiiecto on behaviok. If you don't under-
stand yet what that means, don't worry. You will soon.

With that in mind, this brief review of the principles
will star

7N.



First, we need to divide events into 4ti1Vai and Aesponses.
A ntimulus is any change Ln the enviunment which (*Sect

behatiim o6 a peAson. When light hits a person's eye,
his pupil gets smaller; light, in this case, is a stimulus.
If a loud noise startles someone, the noise is a stimulus.
If the person is completely deaf and the loud noise does
not startle her, it _is not a stimulus for her. 16 a change
in the mi./Lament does not ati,Kect behaviot Sot a peAson,
it a not a stimaus Sot that petson.

a. change in the
ects behaviot!

A response is something a person does. A singZe instance
oi a behaviot is caLeed a Aesponse. A response is an
observable change in behavior

A /Le-sponse is a 4in9te
oS behaviotl

fsg2guent_stimuli: A consequence'is something which
comes a6tet a tesponse. A consequent stimulus comes after
the behavior it affects. How can a stimulus affect a be-
havior which has already happened? It doesn't, really.
It makes it more or less likely that the behavior will
happen again. There are two kinds of consequent stimuli:
reinforcers and punishers.

A consequence is wh
and is athex a tecnSo

4 4 4 6



Reinforcers are consequences that increase the likelihood-
that a behaviorwIll happen again. That is, they make the
behaviat happen mate oiten ox at a guateft ztungth Oka-
telustty. They are usually events that we consider positiv_
or rewarding. However, sometimes negative events such as
criticism may-serve as reinforcers for some people. The
only way to tell if a consequence is a reinforcer is to se:
whether it increases the occurrences of the behavior it
follows.

Punishers are consequences that decrease the likelihood
that a response will occur again. PanaheAA make 4e4pon-
Aes that they havetiotZowedocaa Ze64 oliten in the &au/Le.
punishers are usually events that we would consider nega-

or annoying. That is not always true. Some of your
-Cl/Alta, for example, may do more of a behavior if you cf-tea zriticize them after they do it. Sometimes any atten-
61on, even criticism, is better than no attention at all.
In that case, criticism may serve as a reinforcer (even
though you intend it to be a punisher). In the same way,
a client Who prefers to be alone may decrease a behavior
irhich you praise. In that case, praise would be a punisher

Since reinforcers and punishers are both consequences,
piere is only one way to tell whether a stimulus is a re-
linforcer or a punisher. Look carefully to see whether the
ehavior increases (showing that the stimulus is a reinforr
er) or decreases (showing that the stimulus is a punisher)
e very same stimulus may be a reinforcer for one client

and a punisher for another. It may even be a reinforcer
-or a client at some times, but not at others (for example
Snacks may not be reinforcing right after dinner).

A tet.nio cet is a consequence that
2ne/tea6e6 occulftenaes c a behaLLipla

A pun4shet 4:4 a consequence that de-
_ the occurmence6 oti a behavioja



'Extinction: 16 a behaviat whi hra been te-b- armed
the past is no-tongen Aeinliateed, the behaviot mat weak-
en. This process is called extinction. In'extinction,
the behavior does not usually disappear entirely but re-
turns to about its rate before reinforcement began.

Extinction may also occur for punished behaviors. If they
are no longer punished, they may begin to occur more of-
ten. Extinction does not mean ignoring the client. It
means ignoring a specific behavior.

not tein
behavion_

n OCCUA4 when a behavio/L
thca weakening the

Antecedent stimuli: An antecedent is something whidh comes
hefore a response. An antecedent stimatas comes be6ote
the-behavioA it a4lieet4. The above examples of the light
and the loud noise are antecedent stimuli. An antecedent
may affect behavior in one of two ways:

7. It may cau4e. a tegex behaviok to occat.

2. It may 4 :nat. When a behavio4 witZ be ite2nfioltce.d.

Discrimination: If a behavior is reinforced in one situa-
tion (for example, the workshop) but is ignored in another
situation (for example, home), it will increase only in
the place where it is reinforced. This is called discrimi-
nation. After a while, the peASon di-ootbninatez one Stim-
utus IS/tom anOthe/L. When an antecedent stimulus signals
that reinforcement will occur if the client performs a
:particular behavior, that stimulus is called a
tive 4t1mutUd. In the presence of a discriminative
4 6
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stimulus, a response'is reinforced (and occurs more oftert)
In the absence of that discriminative stimulus, the re-
sponse is not reinforced (and occurs less often). To use
a simple example, we learn that green lights signal "GO"
and red lights signal "DON'T GO."

ember, these principles work whether you want them to
or not. You may accidentally reinforce (increase) a mls-
l'ehavior that you really don't want. Other clients may re-
Worce or punish behaviors. Working with clients will be
pasier if you use the principles of behavior carefully.

-enber also that completing this module does not make you
expert on any of the techniques covered. The module
not intended to teach you how to write objectives or

o task analyses or use behavior principles. It was only
ntended to clarify the philosophy behind the rest of the
ourse and to assure that you understand, at least a little
ime of the language which will be used in later modules

_

SEE SELFTEST #3



R INFLUENCE ON
FUNCTION

A GOOD JOB!

4 8

WHAT WE CAN TRY

Az ok kequezt PADmize sometkag

Demand Ftead with oa beg

Give job to do Encouaage

Pozt no.4,ice Remind oa paompt

Set a goat Thaeaten

Expect

nztkuct Modet oft demon

Chateenge Guide
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UTHERS IS A
OF

A GOOD JOB!

A POOR JOS!

Thank Pay

Comptiment Give bonta

Commend Awartd

PAai4e Show appiteciation

Conylatutate- AZZow ot admit

Pat on the back Get o4 theilL back

Pay attention to Recogn4ze

Panizh Firm

Ridietae ModeL ox ürnon4tjwi

Give cotd 4houtdet GaLl_

Dock theit pay IratAuet

Ignate
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Give two reasons why it
behavior.

s important t :easure

What are t-- reasons for the use of task analysis

What are tWo reasons for taking baseline data
before starting instruction?

4 List the steps in systematic Instruction.
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For each of the following objectives, mark whether it has
cc ndtLon, a clearly pinpointed behaviox, and ctekia:

uel washes his hands after going to the bathroom.

5 2

_nal washes his hands completely covering them with
ather and rinsing them off, after going to the bath-
room.

CwidLLo
Behatiat

Manuel washes his hands, completely covering them
with lather and rinsing them off, after going to the
bathroom, each time for 1 week.

Cbn
Waatuzv

5 4



4Manuel shows a clear understanding of the need for
personal hygiene and cleanliness following urination
and defecation.

Bertine asseMbles at least 50 widgets per day for 5
consecutive workdays with at least 98% meeting contra
tolerance

ve..4

tEariteta



For each of the following situations, circle whether the
stimulus (underlined) is a reinforcer, punisher or neu-
tral stimulus. Then look at the answer and explanation
before going on.

Tad spends most of his time looktng around, playing
with his fingers or non-work objects and making
strange noises. He rarely attends to his work of

_ packaging golf tees. His floor supervisor, Rona,
checks him periodically. She tells him that he is
to fill all the compartments in an egg carton with
packages of golf tees, one to a compartment. When
he has done so, she allows him _to sit in an easy
chair for five mInutes. His rate of packaging tees
goes from 12 packages/hour to 41 packages/hour

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer: This was a consequence that increased the
behavior, so it was a reinforcer.

though Tad is working harder, he is still making
trange noises. Now following each noise, Rona

removes one acita e of tees from the egg carton.
His rate of making noises decreases from 0.5/min

to 0.1/min.

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

An er; This was a consequence that decreased the

behavior, so it was.a punisher.
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While Rona is off work because of illness, John super-
vises her area. Whenever Tad makes a strange noise,
Johntelle him to be quiet. His rate of making noises
is up to 0.4/min by the end of the day.

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer- This consequence increased the behavior, so
it was a reinforcer.

4 Jolene usually looks sloppy. She rarely combs her
hair. One morning she arrives at work dressed in
clean clothes and with her hair combed. Rona_and
John both tell her that_she looks nice. Rona : s
"Your hair really looke great. _I love it. Keep
combin- t that:way."

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer: The correct answer is "don't know." The
situation does not tellwhat happened to the
behavior of combing hair.

In the above situation, Jolene came to work the next
few days looking eloppy. _Finally, one day she cane
with combed hair again. She was praised again. The
next few days she looked sloppy. When she conbed her
hair, she was prAi2tA. It didn't seem to matter.

REINFORCER PUNISHER NEUTRAL DON'T KNOW

Answer: The praise did not affect the behavio-.
It is a neutral consequence.
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For each of the following situations, circle whether the
stimulus (underlined) is a discriminative stimulus or not.

45
Mel is being taught to dress and undress himself. He
is to do so in the bathroom. The teaching procedure
is working. Mel can now undress himself with little
help. Unfortunately, he does so in the living room,
front yard, and workshop@

YES NO

Answer: The bathroom is not serving as a discrimina-
tive stimulus. The program should be revised
in some way so that it will.

7When Frank is told to do something, he sometimes be-
gins to bite himself and shake his fist. Most of the
staff ignore him when he does so, as he does not bite
hard enough to break his skin. John, however, lec-
tures him about how he might hurt himself. When John
is around, he bites himself often. When John is not
around, he rarely bites himself.

YES NO

Answer. John .is serving as a discriminative stimulus.
He is the only staff meMber who reinforces
this behavior with attention, so his presence
signals Frank to bite.

8
Tad, the man who is packagi_g golf tees, works very
hard when he has to fill-an egg compartment with
packages in order to earn a break. He is assigned to
a different job, packaging rubber bands. His work
rate decreases at first.

YES NO

Answer: Even though the egg carton is still there and'
the break consequence is still available, Tad
has slowed down. Apparently, the golf tees
served as a discriminative stimulus. At least
some retraining will be required in order to
assure that the egg carton, rather than the
task, becomes a discriminative stimulus.
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